Great Plains to Business Central
– The pain-free process
If your business is currently operating with Microsoft Dynamics GP

tionality with the new cloud-based opportunity. This will provide clarity

(Formerly Great Plains) there is now an easy way to access the advan-

and insight into whether your operation is ready to change.

tages of its successor; Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central.

In some cases, it could be better for you to remain in an on-premise

Organisations migrating to the new cloud-based platform can leverage

version of your current Dynamics system while preparing for a future

powerful new tools that deliver more efficient processes, increased

migration. Either way, Acumen will deliver a tailored migration roadmap

productivity and greater visibility across their operations.

to the Business Central Cloud and support your business during this

Platform changes can be daunting, but Acumen Consulting’s meticu-

period.

lous approach to transitions of this nature provides your business with

Once your assessment is complete you will be equipped with a report

a safe pair of hands to guide you and overcome any challenges.

that provides clear understanding of how such a change will affect

Signing up to Acumen’s free two-hour assessment is the first step to
configuring the Microsoft Intelligent Cloud environment and accessing
exciting new capabilities.
Microsoft has developed its Intelligent Cloud environment to seamlessly replicate your data to the Business Central Cloud including Great

your operation as well as a strategic implementation plan and budget
analysis which includes evaluation of license transition models.
Transitioning to Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central will enable
you to operate your entire business in a cloud-based application with
all the benefits of a highly configurable and customisable ERP platform.

Plains Accounts and Balances, Customers and Open Receivables

Choosing the right support partner will not only help you determine

Transactions, Vendors and Open Payables Transactions and Items and

the best timing for transition but also make it a smooth and risk-free

Quantities On-Hand.

operation so contact us now to book your assessment.

Intelligent Cloud also provides multiple device access, anytime and

We’re Acumen, where consulting truly means something.

anywhere access, insights to action and business views into your data
which is well suited for technical roles and conversations.
Acumen experts will discuss your current challenges, uncover key
drivers for migration and then evaluate and compare your current func-
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